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Mohishakundu Shordarpar Community- 34 HH
Shakorghat Community- 66 HH
Bhennatola Community- 72 HH
Shatbaria Majhpara Community- 119 HH
Shabaria Purbopara Community- 91 HH
Shatbaria Uttorpara Community- not done yet
Arappur Community- not done yet
Shoshanpara Community- not done yet
Settlement Survey
The technical team assisted in running the session at the very first community for easier understanding.
Later, communities who finished their profiling assisted other communities.
Later, communities who have already finished their profiling assisted other communities.
Who are collecting data in the survey forms?
Who are collecting data in the survey forms?
Who are collecting data in the survey forms?
Who are collecting data in the survey forms?
From whom the community is documenting the history of the settlement?
Household Detail Survey

HH numbers, population, number of structures, water sources, owner or tenant etc.
The team created this form to document details of the household to answer in the main survey form.
Counting and recounting, manually
Counting and recounting, manually
Counting and recounting, manually
Counting and recounting, manually
Counting and recounting with calculator
Counting and recounting with calculator

“I never used a calculator in my life”
-Kolpona Rani Kormokar
Settlement Boundary Mapping
Where is the settlement boundary?
Who are collecting data for settlement boundary using smart phones?

Young and children are playing important role in the process
Who are collecting data for settlement boundary using smart phones?
Who are collecting data for settlement boundary using smart phones?
Data input to create settlement map
Working with technical team to create digital maps
Creating map

“This is the second time in my whole life I am using a computer”

-Puja Rani Dash
Produced map in Google Earth
GPS data input in the survey forms
Who are filling up the longitude, latitude of their settlement boundary?
Who are filling up the longitude, latitude of their settlement boundary?
Three communities are left for profiling. Verification hasn’t been done in the profiled communities yet.

In the process of profiling, the communities are getting visible in the city map which is exciting for them. Their own information are getting visible to them as well. The communities could see their habitat from a new lens, problems and priorities are revealed. Youth got learning experience as well as the technical team.

Mapping and profiling process did not only document the information, rather it was an excellent opportunity to build the relationship even better. Being with the community gave the team better understanding of their daily lives, food habit, sanitation, hardships yet the enormous possibilities that each community holds.
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